Entry Information for
SFDA’s Janet Foy Mounted Symposium,
May 29-30, 2021, at HIPICO Santa Fe
On May 29-30, 2021, the SFDA will bring Janet Foy, internationally
renowned dressage author, judge, and instructor, to Hipico Santa Fe for
a two-day mounted symposium.

HIPICO Buho (indoor) Arena, Santa Fe*
The Janet Foy symposium is a recognized event for
continuing education for L graduates and others wishing
USDF university credit.
Preference and special rates will be given to SFDA members
in choosing riders for this event and in filling the symposium.
Riders: SFDA members, $100.00/ride (SFDA membership required)
Auditors: SFDA members, $35.00 for both days; non-members, $50 both days.
Ms. Foy’s books, Dressage for the Not-So-Perfect Horse (2012) and Dressage Q&A with
Janet Foy (2015), will be available for purchase and signing at the symposium

If you would like to audit this event one or both days, e-mail your desire to Ilyse Gold at
ilysekg@gmail.com. Subject: Auditing
For those wishing to demo-ride in the Janet Foy symposium, e-mail your responses to
these queries to Kathleen Martin at kmartin05@msn.com. Subject: Demo Riding
Name

Address

Preferred phone number

E-mail address

Do you wish to ride Saturday (classical tests), Sunday (freestyle tests), or both?
Which level would you be able to demonstrate?
Riders will be selected based on their success riding a particular horse at least one level
above the one they would be demonstrating. A panel of SFDA board members will
select the riders, assuring that they have demonstrated success with the particular
horse at the relevant level through participation in shows and/or clinics or other manner
that the rider may choose to present (e.g., video).
*SFDA will comply with all Covid-19 restrictions laid out by the governor of the state of New
Mexico at the time of the event. The event will be held inside the Buho arena unless
prohibited, whereupon the event will be cancelled and all monies refunded.

